Topic

- □ Present
  Dorsch(phone), Kayiwa (recorder), Logan, Scherrer (phone), Shuler, Weller

- □ Approve Minutes
  January 18th meeting approved.

- □ QP use since Feb. 10 (web page promotion)
  Discussion on significance of Question Point statistics following the addition of prominent icon on library's home page. The statistics suggest a positive trend.
  Dorsch to request webmaster to add icon on other "library entry points".

- □ Evaluation of QP by Dept. Heads
  Krystal Lewis is randomly selecting 25 questions and answers from Question Point. The questions will be used for evaluation by Reference Department. Scherrer expressed interest in results and participation.
  Logan to write up procedure used to evaluate Question Point and share with other department heads in April.

- □ Renewal of QP License
  Information on the status of the license will be provided by AUL.

- □ Update on Ask Away Illinois
  UIC will not participate in the program. Sandy DeGroote will remain on the Statewide evaluation group. Illinois State University is not joining.

- □ Update LHS Pilot Project
  No further progress from ACCC. Other solutions to be evaluated including card swipe method used at McGill University. Kayiwa to look into the possibility of deploying this.
  Logan and Shuler to meet with Bob Daugherty to look into potential of deploying project at RJD Library instead.
  Dorsch to ask UL to contact University CIO on what other solutions can be provided.

- □ Library Strategic Plan
  Discussion of thrusts and priorities of "Goal #2" of Library Strategic Plan.

- ✔ Copyright Expertise
  Discussion on what role library can play as University's copyright "expert". Discussion is better suited for the steering committee. Shuler to bring this up to steering and library administration.

- □ Next Meeting
  March 22nd. 12:30